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Civil Affairs (CA) Teams (CATs) have been unable to accomplish all of their tasks 

alone. CATs tend to act as conduits between problems and solutions. Connecting those with 

the capability and funding for solutions with those that are in need. “Strength in numbers” 

is more than just a saying; it is a requirement for mission success. NATO Civil-Military 

Cooperation (CIMIC) is no different as such. There are more similarities than differences 

between CA and CIMIC. However, they are largely unaware of their respective capabilities.  

As we look at the future landscape of crisis and conflict, rarely a situation will arise 

when the United States will be without one, several, or all of its NATO Allies. Recent history 

has proven this. From Afghanistan to the Baltics, NATO is working together to build a 

better world for its allies and partners, while acting as a deterrent to aggressive actions 
from those outside of the Alliance during this era of Great Power Competition.  

With this in mind, CA needs to consider its CIMIC counterparts as an extension of its 

own forces to further both its influence outreach as well as build an extended learning 

organization. In multiple locations, CA and CIMIC are working towards common goals but 

not always in conjunction with one another. This paper discusses some of the ways that we 

can collaborate to understand the doctrine, mission objectives, and funding and authorities 

of one another. While this collaboration happens in some places currently, it needs to 

regularize and made make a NATO standard to maximize strategic and operational impacts.  

The CIMIC Center of Excellence (CCoE) realizes that CA-CIMIC collaboration is a vital 

piece in working towards long-term success in identifying, defeating, and deterring malign 

influence and hybrid threats. This realization has led to ongoing research and development 

of possible bridging solutions to make this a reality. The intent of this paper is to identify 

and recommend some of these solutions as options in that evolving response.  

This issue paper focuses on the following subtopics: 

(1) U.S. Civil Affairs and NATO CIMIC operate in many of the same locations 

under the same mandates, but unsynchronized efforts lead to disjointed 
effects 

(2) How do we get to greater and more regular CA and CIMIC interoperability? 

(3) Overview of the CCoE Civil Affairs and CIMIC Synchronization Project 

(4) DOTMLPF-P recommendations. 

The paper concludes with the opinion that CA and CIMIC, as unique and 

complementary civil-military capabilities for influence, in coordination with other partners, 

could be far more effective together in countering the hybrid challenges and threats if they 
embrace a more synchronized, interoperable approach. 


